Enterprise SaaS Compliance:

Speed Track Launch
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Accelerating compliance for legal programs in Microsoft 365

Challenge
The features and benefits of SaaS technologies such as Microsoft 365 (M365), while attractive to business
stakeholders and knowledge workers, also present unique challenges for legal, compliance, ediscovery,
records, and privacy teams. Organizations seeking to implement M365 are faced with the daunting challenge
of creating and maintaining legal and compliance programs in the cloud.
Developing a comprehensive compliance framework for M365 includes critical requirements for legal and
compliance programs, and typically takes upwards of 24 months to complete. The process to launch can be
extremely in-depth for some organizations; those in highly regulated industries require a significant level of
rigor, while others are more suited for a lighter approach that covers the essentials.
Rigorous Process to Launch

Speed Track Launch

• Extremely in-depth, comprehensive, and tailored

• The most essential services in a predefined scope

• Typically takes up to 24 months to complete

• Typically takes half the time to complete

• Full price

• Bundled pricing

Companies seeking to assess their ability to meet legal and compliance requirements, as well as to mitigate
risk associated with M365, often turn to Lighthouse for expert consultative support.

Speed Track Launch
Lighthouse offers Speed Track Launch, an accelerated programmatic approach to M365 deployments that
distills essential compliance requirements into a predefined scope. Designed to address compliance for the
entire M365 suite (Teams, SharePoint, OneDrive, and Exchange) or just specifically for Teams, a Speed Track
Launch project typically takes half the time to complete and provides cost savings via bundled pricing.

Our End-to-End Enterprise SaaS Compliance Solution
GET COMPLIANT
Educate

STAY COMPLIANT

Plan

Implement

Protect

• Workshop

• High-level design

• Key system integration

• R2 Report™

• Assessments

• Complex issue
resolution

• Platform configuration

• Annual health check

• Defined testing

• Process automation
(console)

• Frontline workshop

• Workflows

• Custom reporting

• Low-level design

• Documentation
& training

• Gap Analysis

• Governance

Get Compliant with Speed Track Launch
• Assure that your M365 implementation is
completed efficiently and in a compliant manner
• Vastly shrink time to deployment by up to more
than 50% of a typical preparation process

• Take advantage of cost efficiencies with bundled
pricing that is based on predefined work scopes
and repeatable processes
• Confidently prepare for your deployment backed
by Lighthouse expertise and our long history of
successful launches

Stay Compliant with CloudCompass
Once a solid compliance foundation has been built and implemented, the next step is to stay compliant. One of
the benefits of M365 is that products and features are constantly being updated, providing users with the latest
and greatest functionality. But, legal and compliance stakeholders struggle to stay ahead of these changes, assess
impact to downstream business processes, and, where needed, operationalize these changes. Lighthouse offers
CloudCompass for Microsoft 365, a subscription-based solution designed to address the need for legal and
compliance stakeholders to protect their programs across the entire M365 platform.

Connect with us to see how Lighthouse can best support you.
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